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Abstract. The problem of formulating higher-order continuum models for a jointed

medium is considered for propagation of waves whose wavelengths are much larger

than the cell width. A multiscale asymptotic approach is used to derive exact so-

lutions for the microstructure in this large wavelength limit. A mixed variational

principle is then invoked to obtain the homogenized model. This model, which in-

corporates dispersive wave phenomena, yields results which agree well with the exact

solution for the dispersion of harmonic waves propagating through the medium.

1. Introduction. In this paper we consider wave propagation through a jointed

medium whose domain consists of a matrix material subdivided by periodically

spaced joints. The solution of the differential equation that describes the behav-

ior of this material must, evidently, satisfy appropriate continuity conditions at the

matrix-joint interfaces. Consequently, the equation is equivalent, in the distribu-

tional sense, to a differential equation whose coefficients are periodic functions of

the spatial independent variable. Since it is often quite difficult to obtain a numeri-

cal or analytic solution of such problems, especially if the number of joints is large,

it is of interest to homogenize this differential equation.

We wish to obtain an equivalent differential equation with constant coefficients

whose solution is in some sense close to that of the original problem. The approach,

of course, will depend on the nature of the applied excitations, and we limit our

scope to forcing functions whose Fourier components have wavelengths much larger

than the length of periodicity. To obtain the homogenized equation valid for small

values of e , the ratio of the length of periodicity to wavelength, we use a multiscale

asymptotic technique.

The method is based upon the introduction of two length scales: a microcoordinate

—the fast spatial variable corresponding to the microstructure—over which rapid

changes in material properties occur, and the macrocoordinate—the slow spatial
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variable—which corresponds to the typical length scale associated with the forc-

ing functions of interest. The solution of a sequence of boundary-value problems

defined over the unit cell yields the microstructure, and an appropriate projection

of the equations dictated by their structure leads to the homogenized model which

retains only the macrocoordinate as the independent variable.

This direct asymptotic technique yields a hierarchy of homogenized equations. For

dynamic problems, the higher-order homogenized equations are of greater interest as

they are capable of modeling the dominant phenomenon of dispersion. Unfortu-

nately, there are a number of difficulties in using these dispersive models. Conse-

quently, a variational approach (that utilizes the asymptotically derived microstruc-

ture) is used to construct the homogenized equations whose analysis is considerably

simpler than that of the models derived by means of the direct method.

The multiscale technique for homogenization was first introduced by Keller [1],

and its various aspects were considered by Babuska [2], Bensoussan et al. [3], Burg-

ers [4], and Sanches-Palencia [5], among others. Many of these treatments were

restricted to elliptic (static) problems and to the lowest-order homogenized models.

Hyperbolic (dynamic) problems have been considered by Hegemier et al. [6], Maewal

[7], and Santosa and Symes [8], the latter basing their approach on the expansion of

the dispersion relation for Bloch waves. Here, we combine the multiscale technique

with an orthogonal decomposition of the space of functions in which the differen-

tial equation is defined. This decomposition leads to a convenient method for the

calculation of the microstructure to any desired degree of accuracy. Although the

approach also leads directly to an asymptotically derived continuum model, we show

that the variational scheme yields simpler homogenized equations.

The variational approach together with the introduction of the microcoordinate

was used for jointed media by Murakami and Hegemier [9], who viewed the jointed

medium essentially as a limiting case of a periodically laminated medium with al-

ternating layers of two different materials, and the difficulty that they encountered

in modeling the dispersion of waves propagating normal to the joints was alleviated

by the introduction of a correction factor in a variationally derived constitutive law.

Here we treat the joints ab initio as planar surfaces of zero thickness and obtain a

variationally derived continuum theory which does not require the introduction of

any correction factors but nevertheless models the dispersion of normally incident

waves quite accurately.

2. Formulation. We consider the one-dimensional deformation of a three-dimen-

sional jointed medium. The joints are modeled as a single set of parallel, planar,

periodically spaced surfaces, across which the displacements are allowed to be dis-

continuous. A typical joint in the one-dimensional domain shown in Fig. la is located

at 2nh , n e Z, with its two faces being identified by 2nh and 2nh . (Quantities

of the form (•) and (•) denote dimensional and nondimensional variables, respec-

tively.) The governing relations for the displacement field u and the stress field ct

are:
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(a) Equation of motion

  2 

||(x,7) = ^rf(x,7); (2.1)
dx dt

(b) Matrix constitutive law

o{x,'t) = E~{x,l)\ (2.2)

(c) Stress continuity

a(2nh , 7) = ~&{2nh+ , 7); (2.3)

(d) Joint constitutive law

o(2nh , 7) = D{u{2nhr, 7) - u(2nh , 7)} (2.4)

where D is the tangent modulus for the joint.

For convenience, we nondimensionalize both the dependent and independent vari-

ables by using the following quantities:

7 typical macro-dimension,

h typical micro-dimension,

C(m), J>(m) reference wave velocity and density,

?(mj typical macro signal travel time,

E.^ reference modulus.

The nondimensional quantities are then introduced according to:

»=£(«)». D=^±D, E = Elm)E,

u — ~lu, x = Ix, ~t = l(m)t, p = p{m)p.

Joints

2 nh 2(n+l)h 2(n+2)h 2{n+3)h 2{n+A)h 2(n+5)h

Fig. 1(a). Jointed medium
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With the scaled variables introduced as above, the nondimensional forms of the

governing equations (2.1)-(2.4) are obtained by simply dropping the overbars from

the various quantities and by replacing h with h//.

The statement of the initial boundary value problem is completed upon specifica-

tion of boundary data and initial conditions. The class of initial conditions that is

of interest is defined by

u(x,0) = f(x) and ^j(x,0 ) = g(x), (2.5)

where the typical signal wavelengths associated with the functions / and g are

much larger than the cell dimension. Therefore, there exists a minimum wavelength

Amin > hfl such that / and g are inverse Fourier transforms of functions F and

G that have compact support in the wave number space: to wit

1 r2"/^ ikx
[f,g](x)=~- [F, G](k)e dk. (2.6)

271

Since our primary objective is the establishment of a continuum model valid away

from the boundaries, the boundary conditions are not explicitly considered in the

analysis.

We define e, the ratio of micro-to-macro dimensions, as

e = h/1 « 1. (2.7)

With the variables defined as above, the joint interface conditions (2.2), (2.3) are

seen to be periodic in the x-direction with period 2e . Thus, the fields are expected

to vary significantly over two length scales, suggesting the need for a multivariable

asymptotic expansion procedure. A fast variable £ and slow variable x* (the two

being independent) are introduced according to

g = cj>~l(s)x, (f>(e)-> 0 as e —► 0

and

x* = <//{e)x, —> 1 as e —► 0.

For our analysis we use

0(e) = e and y/(e) — 1.

All field variables are now functions of the microcoordinate £ as well as the macro-

coordinate x*, so that for any field /,

f(x,f,E) = r(x*,^f,a) (2.8)

and the spatial derivatives take the form

a_i = d_r_ \_d_r_
dx dx e d£ " { '

With the introduction of the fast spatial coordinate £, the joints are seen to be

located at £ = 2nh/(le) = 2nh . The field variables are thus periodic functions of £,

with the length of periodicity being 2h , the joint spacing. It is, therefore, necessary

to treat only a typical unit cell associated with the <!;-direction. With no loss of
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generality, the cell may be defined by —h < £ < h , with the joints located at the cell

boundaries. (Note, however, that only one of the joints at £ = h is included in the

unit cell.)

With the fields now being functions of both £ and a: (for convenience we replace

(•)* with (•) in all subsequent analysis), the boundary value problem can be stated

as

(a) Equation of motion

do 1 da d2u

and

(b) Matrix constitutive law

dx + edt p dt2 (2'10)

du 1 du\ /Tin
° = E + • (2-11)

dx edt,

With the aforementioned choice of the unit cell (Fig. lb), the periodicity conditions

are given by

o(x, h+, t\ e) = a(x, -h+, t\ e), (2.12a)

u(x, h+, t\ e) = u(x, -h+, t; e). (2.12b)

Here the two faces of the joint at £ = h within the unit cell are denoted by h+ and

h~ .
The periodicity conditions (2.12a, b) together with the interface conditions (2.3)

written as

a(x, h+ , t\e) = a(x, h , t; e) = — [u{x, h+, t\e) - u(x, h ,/;e)] (2.13)

lead to the following:

(c) Stress continuity

o(x, h, t; e) = a(x, —h, t\ e) (2.14)

and

Fig. 1(b). Unit cell
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(d) Joint constitutive law

a(x, h, t\ c) = ~^[u{x, -h,t\e)~ u{x, h, t\ e)]. (2.15)

For convenience, we have replaced h~ by h and -h+ by -h in (2.14), (2.15), since

no reference is made to the values of the field variables at £ = /z+ in the following

sections.

3. Analysis.

3.1. Introductory remarks. Combining Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11) we obtain

i* i e i \ 1 2 d2u d2u 1 d2u _
u(x,t,f,e) = -2—I + -_ + _? = (3.1)

This equation is the basis of the subsequent development wherein we construct a

continuum model of the jointed medium by means of an asymptotic scheme and

eventual elimination of the microcoordinate £ . In this process the terms |pr and

|pr are considered to be (9(1) for all n so that the order of each term in Eq. (3.1)

is strictly a function of its e-dependent coefficient. This result follows from the fact

that the spatial derivatives of u are of 0(kn) in wave number space (see Eq. (2.6)).

Since we have restricted our consideration to initial disturbances with wavenumbers

bounded from above by unity in the scaled system, variables of 0(kn) will always

be of order unity. As for the order of the temporal derivatives of u, we can consider

their Fourier components in the frequency domain. An analysis similar to Santosa

and Symes's [8, Theorem 1] leads to the conclusion that the contribution of all modes

but the lowest, the so-called acoustic mode, is negligible whenever e«1. Since for

the acoustic mode, the order of the frequency is (for small wave numbers) the same

as that of the wavenumber and, therefore, unity, it is evident that the temporal

derivatives of u are also 0( 1).

The differential equation (3.1) with the boundary terms

1 du, ,. du, .. 1 „ ,
-cSt{-h) = -^-h) + 7Ds' (32a)

1 du,,. du ,.. 1 „ .
s3({h) = -^ik, + -cDs- (3'2b)

5 = u(-h) - u(h) (3.3)

is defined in the real Hilbert space L2(Q) where Q = [-/, /] x [-h, h] x [/Q, r,].

Hence Mu e L (Q) must then be square integrable over the unit cell by a simple

application of Fubini's Theorem. In this section we restrict our attention to the

closed linear subspace Sx= L [-h , h], with the inner product

(a,b)Si = ^j\i)b(i)di, (3.4)

and analyze the operator strictly in this subspace. We define L = d2/d£2 as the lead-

ing operator of M in (3.1) and use its properties under periodic boundary conditions

to project any vector k £ S, into two orthogonal spaces in 51. . This decomposition
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of the vector leads directly to two distinct differential equations. The first is solved

to obtain the microstructure via an asymptotic scheme, while the second equation

yields the continuum model.

3.2. Development. With Lu(£, x, t, e) e S\ , the leading boundary terms in (3.2)

are homogeneous and are written as Bu = 0, where

Bu = [BluB2u] and B{u = ^(-h) - Ds, B2u = ~(h) - Ds. (3.6)

We make the key observation that the operator L is singular, possessing a nontrivial

kernel spanned by the constant function 1, and (as we show later in this section) is

selfadjoint. With this in mind we state the following well-known theorem:

Theorem 3.1. Let M be a closed subspace of a Hilbert space H. Then every x e H

has a unique orthogonal decomposition x = Px + Qx into a sum of Px e M and

Qx e Ml , where M1' = {y e H: y ± x} (see [11] for a simple proof).

Corollary 3.1. Any vector k e Sl can be uniquely expressed by the orthogonal

decomposition k - kr + kn , where (kr, kn)s = 0; kr is in the range of L, R(L);

and kn is in its null space, N(L).

Proof. N(L*) — N(L) is a closed linear subspace of 51, since it is spanned by the

constant functions. Let / e R{L), v e N(L*), and u be in the domain of L. Since

(v, f)s — (v, Lu)s = (m, L*v)s = 0, it follows that N(L) 1 R(L). Application

of Theorem 3.1 completes the proof.

By applying Corollary 3.1 to the vector Mu(£, x, t\ s) e S{ and noting that

Mu = 0 (and hence its projection into any subspace), we obtain the following two

differential equations:

(Mu)n = (Mu, 1)5] -1 =0, (3.7)

(Mu)r = Mu — (Mu, 1 )_y -1=0. (3.8)

The above decomposition leads to a formulation of the microstructure problem which

has a unique solution even though it has a singular leading operator. This issue will

be more thoroughly addressed in the later part of this section.

Written out explicitly, Eq. (3.8) takes the form

1 d2u 2 d2u d2u 1 d2u
+ -thttr- +

£2 d£2 e dgdx dx2 c2 dt2

J_ fh ( 1 d2u

J-h \e2 d£2

2 d2u d2u 1 d2u\ „
+ 7~aTxZ + 1 7 9 ~Z~T dt = 0

(3.9)

2hJ_h\e2dZ2 ed£dx dx2 c2 dt2

and Eq. (3.7) yields

J_ [h

2hJ_,
1 d2u 2 d2u d2u 1 d^u

+ 7 ~—t 7~~r 1^ — 0
e2 d£2 ed£dx dx2 c2 dt2

or, equivalently,

1 fh (do d2u\ „
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By combining (3.10) with the stress continuity condition [j|| + ]h_h = 0, we obtain

1 d2u 2 d2u d2u 1 d2u 1 1 du
+ TTkTT +

2 h]_h\dx2 c2 dt2 )e2 dt,2 e d£dx dx2 c2 dt2 2/? e dx

(3.11)
This equation is solved asymptotically for the microstructure by another application

of Corollary 3.1 and the decomposition of the solution as

u — uQ + w where uQ e N(L). (3.12)

We impose the condition

w(x, 0, t\ e) = 0 (3.13)

which renders u0 to be the cell-centered displacement1

uQ = u(x, 0, t\ e). (3.14)

3.3. Asymptotic scheme. If the ansatz (3.12) is substituted into (3.2) and (3.11),

we obtain a boundary value problem for w whose solution is dependent on both e

and u0:

o w
—Y = eb{x, £, t\e) (3.15)
dc,

and

~^{x. . t; e) - D(w(x, -h, t; e) - w(x, h , t, e))

= -e ±h,t;e) + , ±h,f,e)^J ,
(3.16)

where

„ . , d2w d2w ed2w 1 dw
b(x,4,f,e)= -2-^ £ T + r + ^77^-

oqox dx c dt 2« dx

1 fh (d2w 1 d2w\

+ e2sL{e7'?Wl

h

-h

From Theorem 3.2, we may invert the leading operator of (3.15) with boundary

conditions (3.16) so that we may reduce the boundary-value problem to the following

equation:

-eft = 0.
-h

tj, \ „ (du0 dw\ (du0 dw\
H(w, u„e) = w-eGb + eGl + ^) # + CG2 + ^)

For e = 0 and any u0, the solution of this problem is w = 0 because of the

uniqueness condition (3.13). By considering the Frechet derivative H' of H with

respect to w , we see that there is a neighborhood of e = 0 and any arbitrary but

fixed uQ where H' is nonsingular. Therefore, by the Implicit Function Theorem,

'Alternatively, it is also possible to impose (w, 1)5 = 0, so that u0 = («, l)s and is thereby the

cell-averaged displacement.
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w may be written as a continuous function q of e and u0 in this neighborhood.

Obviously, the smoothness and analyticity of q depends on that of H and the size

of the neighborhood is determined by the required order of the continuum model.

In this neighborhood, the solution may take the form of a convergent power series

with the number of terms again dictated by the desired order of the continuum

model. Moreover, since u0 is fixed for the expansion of w about e = 0, we may

consider u0 to be a parameter for the computation of w, i.e., for this purpose,

e"dxd!uo = °(£") , I, n e 2T+ .
Thus the solution to Eq. (3.11) is obtained by expanding the dependent variable

w of (3.12) in the form of the asymptotic series

N

w(x,£, t; e) = J2£"u(n)(x' £, 0» (3.17)
n=1

where u(n), n e jV , is required to satisfy the uniqueness condition of the previ-

ous section. Substituting Eqs. (3.12) and (3.17) into (3.2) and (3.11) results in the

sequence of differential equations

d2u(n) »2uin-l) aV-2) i d2u{n~2) i du(n~X) '
+ 2———— +

d£2 d£dx dx2 c2 dt2 2/? dx

1 fh (d2u(n~2) 1 d2u(n~2y
(3.18)

/:2/2 J-H \ dx2 c2 dt2
d£ = 0

and the following sequence of boundary conditions (note that stress continuity has

been ensured):

^~{±h) + = D[u{n)(-h) - u(n\h)]. (3.19)

Here n eJV, w(0) = u0 , and m(_1) = 0.

We now show that the sequence of problems for the calculation of the microstruc-

ture as formulated in (3.13), (3.18), (3.19) have unique solutions in the Sobolev space

Hl(-h , h) where Hm is defined as the completion of C°°(-h , h), with respect to

andI Hm(-h,h)

i 1.2 i, j^a ,,2
\u\ E\\Da<- (3-20)

a<m

To this end, we write the MBVP (3.18) with boundary conditions (3.19) as

"Hm(—h, h)

a<m

Lu{n)(£-, x, t, e) = /(£; x, t, e), -h<£,<h\ (3.21)

(")
;x, t,e)~ Ds{n) = kl, (3.22a)

(")
^~{h\x,t,e)-Ds(n) = k2. (3.22b)
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For the purposes of the subsequent analysis we drop the superscript from u n] and
(n)

s and do not explicitly write the dependence of the field variables on the param-

eters. We require / e L (-h, h) (this is satisfied since (x, t, e) —+ m0(-; x, t, e)

is a constant) and note that kl, k2 are constants. We define the space W as the

completion of C°°-functions that satisfy (3.22) with homogeneous boundary data.
1 2

Noting that H (-h, h) is densely embedded in L (-h, h), it is easy to see

that when u,v e W, the operator L satisfies the condition (Lu,v)Li(_h h) =

(u, Lv)Li{_h h) and hence is selfadjoint. When considering the inhomogeneous

boundary data, however, we see that for u € Hm(-h, h) the bilinear concomitant

of L does not vanish and we obtain

{Lu,v)l2{_h h) - (u, L*v)l2(_AjA) - (u,v)th Vw e Hm(-h, h), Vv € W.

By defining L as the operator satisfying (Lu, v)Li^_h h) = (u, L*v)L2^_h ^ we

find that

? d2u
Lu = —^ +

d? $(-")-D*
*k>

which is the form the dual of h) must take (see [12]). Hence, the general-

ization of (3.21) becomes

Lu = f, (3.23)

where

f = f+klS_h-k2Sh.

Lemma 3.1. The solvability condition for (3.23) is f^h f d£ = k2 - kl .

Proof. We require / to be in the range of L, which is the orthogonal complement

of the null space of L. Since the one-dimensional null space of L is spanned by the

constant function 1, a solution exists to (3.23) if (/, h) = 0 as dictated by

the Fredholm Alternative Theorem.

Theorem 3.2. There exists u e Hl(-h, h) satisfying (3.23) which takes the form

u = Gf + Glkl + G2k2 + p.

Proof. To ensure the satisfaction of Lemma 3.1, we solve

Lu = PR(L)f >

where the projection of / into the range of L takes the following form:

PR(L)f = f ~ (f' ')s, " 1-

Written out explicitly, we solve

d2u 1

d? ~ J 2h
kx-k2+ f fds

J —h-h

Integration by parts and application of the boundary conditions leads to the solution

in the form of a generalized Green's function:

«(0 = fh g((, s)f(s) ds + I+ A U, + I £ + £ Jk2 + fi , (3.24)
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where

s{(, s)=h((s:

and H is the Heaviside distribution. With / eL2(-h, h) and a continuous function

being bounded on a compact set, an application of the Dominated Convergence

Theorem verifies that u e Hl {-h, h).

Corollary 3.2. The solution to (3.18), (3.19) with «(n)(0; x, t, e) = 0 exists and

is unique V« £ JV .

Proof. With the functions f, kx, and k2 in (3.21), (3.22) identified by (3.18)
and (3.19), a simple integration verifies that the solvability condition of Lemma 3.1

is identically satisfied. Therefore, the solution exists and is given by (3.24), with p

obtained as

fi = -f g(0,s)f(s)d(s). (3.25)
J-h

We may now consider the series of microstructure boundary-value problems

(termed MBVPs) for each order of e obtained from the asymptotic expansions.

The first of these, which is 0(\), turns out to be

h
d2uw „d2u{0) 1 du{0)

+ 2- = 0

-h
d£2 d£dx 2h 2x

with

^(h) = D[u{X\-h) - uwm

Applying Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.2, we obtain

= where T = 1 + 2Dh. (3.26)

In a similar fashion, we obtain the following solutions up to 0(e2) (i.e., up to w<4)):

1 d V0) „2
(3.27)

dV0) , 1 dV0)

3 dV0)

c2 dt2dx2

3 + <5-r:if— K. (3-28)dx c dt dx I

(3.29)

where we have used the definitions

2 Dh3 _ 3 h2 + 2 Dh3 5 h2 + 6 Dh3

6r2 6r2 6r2

The equations (2.11) and (3.10), (3.12), (3.17) lead to the asymptotically derived

continuum model

2Dhd2u{0) 2Dh3d4u{0) e2 (3/z2 + 2Dh3 2h3\ d\{0) d2u{0)

~T~dxr+' —5* 6T = ("0)
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Note that terms up to w(3) have been used in the construction of (3.30) which is the

lowest-order continuum theory capable of modeling dispersive effects.

At least in principle, the solution of this differential equation together with appro-

priate boundary and initial data, is expected to yield an asymptotically exact solution

of the original problem (2.1)—(2.4). However, it is evident that in order to pose the

initial boundary-value problem, one must be able to prescribe the boundary condi-

tions required for a solution. Whereas for the zeroth-order homogenization it is easy

to show that u —► i/0) weakly in Hl and thus boundary data are easily determined,

for higher-order homogenization such issues are very difficult to resolve. For this

reason, we make use of a mixed variational principle which simultaneously alleviates

the problem of the possible loss of ellipticity of the purely spatial part of the homog-

enized operator (3.30). The trial functions used in the variational approach span the

space of solutions to the microstructure problems.

4. Variational procedure. By viewing the boundary-value problem in a distribu-

tional (or weak) sense, we obtain a functional, which upon extremization yields

equations describing the behavior of the continuum along with the proper bound-

ary conditions necessary for the solutions.

Consider the following functional:

J
f du 1 du\ a2

a\d^ + ^d^J ~2E
d£ + j[u(-h) - u{h)]a(h) - j dx,

(4.1)
where the displacement field u and the stress field a are subjected to independent

variation. By setting

SJ + [ [ p^-^-Su d£ dx — 0 (4.2)
J —lJ —h dt

we obtain the variationally equivalent boundary value problem (2.10)—(2.15).

The trial functions for the displacement and stress fields are obtained from the

asymptotic analysis of the previous section. They are

h q2d u

and

u(x,£,f,e) = u0(x, t) + £i//(x, t)£, + e2 <p(x, t)f(£) (4.3)

a(x,£,t-,e) = a0(x, t) + e2Q(x, t)f{£) + e3R(x, t)g{Q (4.4)

where /(£) and g(£) are defined as

f(Z)=Z2-l-h2, g(i)=^-h2i. (4.5)

Here ^ and 4> play the role of higher-order (generalized) displacement fields and

<2 and R play the role of higher-order (generalized) stresses. (Note that with the

preceding choice of the basis functions, u0 and aQ are the cell-averaged displacement

and stress, repectively.) It is evident that the stress trial function is of higher order

than the displacement trial function. The 0(ei) term was added due to the absence of

the O(e) term in the stress microstructure field obtained by the asymptotic analysis of
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the previous section. Without the addition of this higher-order e3 term, a quadratic

stress field was found to yield spurious zero energy modes in the continuum model.

By substituting these fields into Eq. (4.2), we obtain

sL {L {h+'lQm++^+

+ [a0 + e2Qm + £3*s(£)][y + 2ect>Z]

- ^[a20 + e4Q2m2 + eVg(£)2]}

- 2<i/h[a0 + \e2h2Q] - + ^h*Q2] 1 dx

fl \ ^M0s , 2 flVo e2 4 d2(f) . 2
\P^7rSuo + e

h at at at
didx. (4.6)

Integration over the microstructural domain yields

r-/ ( a,, a,, /i„4i,4

/:

sdu0 du0 4 eh („sdct) d<f) s \
°°s~d + t£s°°+"4r\QS/x + £sq)

2e4/?4 /DSdi// dy/ s \ 4e4/z4
' RS^z +1&R - -rr-m + 4>SR)15 \ dx dx J 15

c0 4e4/z4 8e6/z6nrn 2e2/z2 _s . (a -j\

2,2 -.4,4
CT0 r Eh. _ , . 2 £ «

~ l5hS°° ~ M{"«SQ + QU°} ~ wFQSQ

+ p- ""(ii/, t ~pe2h1^-^-Sij/ + —TT-P—jd't'} dx = 0.
dt2 3 45 r dt2 j

Rendering the variations arbitrary, we obtain the following Euler-Lagrange equations:

don d2un ,. „ .
(48a)

2 8R 2 - d2w ,AO,.

5dx +e2h2Q~Pdt2 ' ( }

1 d® + 4r?R = P^-1> (4.8c)
e2h2dx'^h2 ydt2

duQ _ / 1 1 \ 1 _

Ox ~ {E + 2Dh r0+ 3Dh° - ( p + t^K + T7w;<2, (4.9a)

+ (4'9b)

g + 2«) = A5, (4.9c)

where R = .Re2/?2 and Q = Qe2h2.
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Equations (4.8a, b, c) are the homogenized equations of motion, and Eqs. (4.9a,

b, c) are the stress-displacement relations for the continuum.

On the boundary we must prescribe the quantities

or u0,

Q or <f>,

R or y/.

With regard to the question of appropriate initial conditions to be used with this

theory, since only the second derivative with respect to time appears in the Euler-

Lagrange equations, as in the wave equation, it is appropriate to prescribe at time

t = 0

du0
uo and

dy/
V and

, , d(f>
* and Tf

5. Dispersion. In an attempt to test the efficacy of the continuum models, the

phase velocity spectra of the (1) asymptotically and (2) variationally derived theories

have been compared with the exact results (see Appendix) for time harmonic waves

propagating through the one-dimensional medium considered here.

(1) By substituting uQ = Ue,<kx~°"> into the asymptotically derived continuum
2 2 2

model (3.30) and noting that u> = k cp we obtain the following dispersion relation:

2 (2 Dh e2Dhh2
cp ~ (~r

3h2 + 2D\? hy

6F2 3r
+ p . (5.1)

(2) In order to obtain the dispersion relations for the variationally derived con-

tinuum model (4.8), (4.9) we first invert the stress-strain constitutive relations (4.9)

and combine this with the equations of motion (4.8) to obtain

au^~2 ~\a\iJh Ae2/!2al2^
11 dx 3 12 Ox 45 12 QX2

I a A. JLe2h2a K - (±e2h2a +-^-e2h2a )iu\2dx 15 1 9 22 ^15fc "33^ 135fc u22) dx

4 »2i2 a2 (a 21 2 a 2i2 \ f> 16 4,4 g2 24~2/2
.456 h a\2^1 (^I5e ^ fl33 + I35C ^ a22) dx 2025£ ^ a22^ ~ 45fi ^ a33 -

d\
dt2

= p{ ieV^

45 fc " TJ
45° " J?

where the matrix

(5.2)

a\\ U\2 0

a2\ a22 ®

0 0 £33 j
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is defined as the inverse of (see (4.9))

r± i _!_ _!_ o
E ^ 2Dh 3Dh u

1 _4_ I _2_ A
IDh 45E ^ 9Dh u

0 0 ^

Substituting uQ — Uel^kx~wt\ y/ = ii/Qe'<"kx~cot\ and <t> = (p0eli'kx~O}^ into Eq.

(5.2) and setting u>2 = k2 c2, ij/0 = , and (fi0 = k2<t> we obtain the eigenvalue

problem

flll ^ lfl12 ^ ^ fl12

3#i2 T5£ ^ ^ ^33 + 9^22 (f5^33 1~35^22) & h k

L^e h k an (^a33 + 135^22) e ^ ^ 20§5e ̂  ^ a22 + He h k ai3j

U
U2l,2,2v

^e4/z4/c4<X>

2
Analysis of the preceding equations leads to the following result:

(5.3)

Proposition 5.1. The dispersion relations obtained from (i) the asymptotically de-

rived model (cf. 5.1), (ii) the variationally derived continuum model (cf. 5.3), and

(iii) the exact solution (cf. Appendix) are all identical up to 0(e ); i.e., the equations

(5.1), (5.3), and (A.3) all lead to the dispersion relation

% = \ — I + <9(eV),
c] 3(1+2 D)2

where
2 2D

C° ~ 1 + 2D'

Proof. This result can easily be verified for Eqs. (5.1) and (A.3) by taking Taylor

expansions about ek = 0. In order to solve the eigenvalue problem (5.3), we let

<f> = ecj) and write this equation in the form

(A0 + skA{ + E2k2 A2)p = X(B0 + e2k2)p (5.4)

2
where A is used here for cp . We expand the eigenvalue and eigenfunction as

X — Aq -f" -t- £ k A2 "}■••• ,
2 2

p = p0 + ekpx + e k p2-\ .

In the limit as e —► 0, Eq. (5.4) leads to the eigenvalue problem for A0 :

(AQ - WPo =

2For this purpose we use the signal wavelength, the matrix modulus, and the matrix density for scaling

various quantities (see Sec. 2) so that h , E , and p are all unity.
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On equating like powers of ek we obtain from (5.4) the following sequence of prob-

lems involving the same singular operator:

{AQ-kQBQ)px = (klB0-Al)p0, (5.5a)

(A0 - *0B0)p2 = (A052 - A2B0 - A2)p0 + (A,50 - Ax)pQ. (5.5b)

By noting that A0 - 2.QBQ is symmetric, so that its range is orthogonal to p0, and

requiring that each of the right-hand sides of (5.5a, b) be in its range, we obtain the

desired result.

Figure 2, which depicts the dispersion relations for the acoustic mode obtained

from the various theories for the case wherein the parameter ^ = 10, bears out the

aforementioned result. The variationally derived model also allows the propagation

of waves in the so-called optical modes which are characterized by the unboundedness

of the phase velocity in the limit of vanishing wave number. In Fig. 3, we compare

the results for the dispersion of lowest optical mode based on this model with the

exact solution. Evidently, even for this mode the theory provides a highly accurate

model of dispersion.

Moreover, the results indicate that for relatively large wave numbers there is rather

good agreement between the dispersion relations predicted by the continuum models

and the exact solutions. It thus appears that the models may also be adequate for

£p_
C0

Fig. 2. Dispersion curve for the acoustic mode
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C0

zk
K

Fig. 3. Dispersion curve for the first optical mode

problems wherein the signal wavelengths are as small as up to two times the cell

dimension.

Appendix. The exact dispersion relation for harmonic-wave propagation through

the jointed medium is obtained by assuming solutions of the form:

u{x, t) = U{x)e'(kx~wt\ (A.l)

a{x, t) = Z(x)ei{lcx~°") (A.2)

for the scaled version of equations (2.1)-(2.4). Here, U(x) and E(x) are periodic

functions of x , as dictated by Floquet Theory.

Substitution of (A.l), (A.2) into (2.1)-(2.4) together with the conditions of peri-

odicity and the existence of nontrvial solutions leads to the dispersion relation

kv sin(2/cv) = 21? sin(*c( 1 -I- v)) sin(/c( 1 —v)), (A.3)

where

J & 2Dh
k = ekh, v = cdV ,p V E
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